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The work of Gelfand and Fuks concerning the cohomology of the Lie algebra of 
all vector fields on a manifold is extended to the cohomology of the Lie algebra of 
all hamiltonian vector fields on a symplectic manifold. The case of an even-dimen- 
sional algebraic torus is treated in detail. 0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
The cohomology of the Lie algebra W(X) of all vector fields on a 
manifold X has been described by Gelfand and Fuks [GFu]. This theory 
is related to local description of some characteristic lasses (see Gabrielov, 
Gelfand, and Losik [GGL]). So it can be interesting to calculate the 
cohomology of some other vector fields Lie algebras. Here we will be 
interested in the cohomology of the Lie algebra H(X) of all the 
hamiltonian vector fields of a symplectic manifold X (here “manifold” 
means smooth algebraic variety, complex variety, or Cm-manifold). In 
general we can expect that it will be sufficient o calculate this cohomology 
on some model (one for each even dimension). The aim of the paper is to 
investigate this cohomology when X is an even dimensional algebraic torus. 
Let T be a complex algebraic torus and let o be a T-invariant symplectic 
2-form. The Poisson bracket defines a structure of the Lie algebra on the 
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space X of all regular functions on T. Recall that the Lie algebra of all 
hamiltonian vector fields H(T) can be identified with the semi-product 
t x (H/C), where t is the Lie algebra of T. As the cohomology of H can be 
easily recovered from the cohomology of X (see Corollary 2.5), we will 
mostly look at this last one. 
Let HC= ena0 HC2”+’ be the graded vector space with a one 
dimensional component in each positive odd degree and no components in 
even degree. Consider HC@ A t as a graded vector space and let 
Sym(HC@) t) be its graded symmetric algebra (namely the tensor 
product of the symmetric algebra of its even part by the exterior algebra of 
its odd part). We prove 
THEOREM. There is a natural morphism of graded algebras 8: 
Sym(HCQA t) -+ Z*ti, where Z*&’ is the algebra of closed cocycles 
of%. 
More precisely 8 is canonical up to a filtration (see below). We 
conjecture 
Conjecture. The induced morphism 8 # : Sym(HC@ At) + H*(X) is 
an isomorphism. 
The construction of 8, which crucially involves a deformation of the Lie 
algebra X, is simple but rather indirect. However, the explicit formula 
defining 8 is very complicated and its combinatorial structrue is not yet 
elucidated. Let r be the subgroup of t* of elements which are the differen- 
tial of some character of T. To explain the construction, we will restrict 
ourself to the case where o is integral and unimodular (i.e., relatively to the 
dual lattice of r). Following Gelfand and Fairlie [GF], we first consider 
a one parameter family ( , }, of structures of Lie algebra on # indexed 
by a complex number q # 0. As at q = 1, { , }, is the usual Poisson 
bracket { , }, this family is a deformation of Z. 
Actually for q #O, 1 the Lie algebra bracket { , }, comes from an 
associative algebra structure on which T acts as an automorphism group. 
The presence of a trace allows us to define a morphism of algebras: 
0,: Sym(HC@A t) + (A &)*, which satisfy the following properties: 
(1) for any x E Sym(HC@ A t), Q,(x) is a polynomial in q and q-l, 
(2) for any q # 0, 1, the values of 8, are closed cocycles relatively to 
the Lie bracket { , },. 
Let XE HCQA t. The first non-zero derivative at q = 1 of Q,(X) is a 
closed cocycle of 3E”. By this way we find a linear subspace Y(0) of closed 
cocycles of Z. The dimensions of homogeneous components of Y(0) and 
HC@A t are the same (actually these two vector spaces are isomorphic, 
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up to a filtration). This construction induces a morphism of algebras 
0#: Sym Y(0) -+ H*(X) (it is the map involved in the previously stated 
theorem). That 0 # is an isomorphism is precisely our conjecture. 
The construction and the conjecture are based on the following observa- 
tions. When q is a primitive N-root of unity (N> 1 and for simplicity 
assume N odd), we identify Xq with the Lie algebra associated with a 
non-split Azumaya algebra of rank N” over T/T(N) (where r(N) is the 
subgroup of N-torsion points of T, 2m is the dimension of T, and where Zq 
denotes the Lie algebra associated to the bracket { , },). In other words 
pq is a twisted form of gl,,. Recall that Loday and Quillen [LQ] and 
Tsygan CT] have calculated the cohomology groups H’(gl,(R)), for any 
ring R (at least when i < I). As it is well known from the experts, their 
theory applies as well for twisted forms of gl,. Thus there is a natural linear 
map ry: HC*(T/T(N)) -+ H*(Zq) such that the induced morphism of 
algebras Sym HC*(T/T(N)) + H*(X,) is an isomorphism in degrees <N” 
(as the cyclic cohomology and the Lie cohomology are dual vector spaces, 
they are topological spaces and the symbol Sym should be understood in 
the topological sense; however, these technical difficulties will play no roles 
here). Using Conne isomorphism relating the cyclic homology and the de 
Rham cohomology, the space HCO A t is isomorphic with the T-invariant 
part of HC*( T/T(N)). To get this isomorphism we should identify the vector 
space HC with the cyclic cohomology of C and At with the homology 
of T. 
The relationship between our construction and Loday, Quillen, and 
Tsygan theory is very simple. When q is a primitive N-root of unity as 
previously, then for any XE HC@A t, 0,(x) is a cocycle of Xq whose 
cohomology class is the Loday, Quillen, and Tsigan class r&x). 
References. Other works on the cohomology of hamiltonian vector 
fields have been devoted to the formal case. In [GFK], Gelfand, Fuks, and 
Kalinin compute some relative cohomology in small degree and small rank. 
Computer calculations by Ferchik show that this cohomology should have 
infinite dimension [F]. Questions related to the cohomology of Poisson 
Lie algebras with adjoint coefficient also appear in papers by Brylinski 
[B], de Wilde and Lecomte [dWL], and Lichnerowicz [L]. 
1. LIE COHOMOL~GY OF ASSOCIATIVE ALGEBRAS WITH A 
TRACE AND A TORUS ACTION 
(1.1) (1.1.1) Notations. Let V be a vector space, and let n be a 
non-negative integer. We will denote by A V the exterior algebra on V and 
by A” I/ its component of degree n. The space of n-cochains (i.e., the dual 
of A” V) is denoted by C”V, and the space of all cochains by C* I/. When 
5?.0/108/2-9 
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V is a Lie algebra, we will denote by d the Koszul differential and by Z* I/ 
the algebra of closed cocycles. 
(1.1.2) Let V be a graded vector space. We will denote by Sym V the 
tensor product of the exterior algebra of the odd part of V by the 
symmetric algebra of the even part of V. 
(1.1.3) Let HC= @n,O HC*“+’ be the graded vector space with a one 
dimensional component 6 each positive odd degree and no components in 
even degree. Denote by 1, a generator of HC” for any positive odd 
number n. This allows us to identify HC* with the cyclic cohomology of C, 
up to a shift by 1. 
(1.1.4) Let n be a positive integer. We denote by C(n) the subgroup of 
S, generated by the cyclic permutation (1,2, . . . . n). Set S(n) = C(n)\S, the 
set of right cosets. Also for any o E S,, we will denote by E(O) its signature. 
(1.2) Let & be an associative algebra, and let J$ be the 
underlying Lie algebra. By definition a linear map Q: d --) C is called a 
trace if and only if Q(ab)= Q(ba) f or any a, b E d. Denote by Z*d be 
the algebra of closed cocycles of dL. It is well known that any trace Q 
gives rise to a linear map of graded vector spaces 0: HC* + Z*d. By 
definition, for any odd integer n, Q(1,) is the n-cocycle a, A ... A a,, H 
c ac& c(g) Q(a,,, - - . abtnj ). Actually the cocycle O(1,) is closed because 
it is invariant. Thus this linear map 0 induces morphisms of 
algebras Sym(HC*) + Z*& and Sym(HC*) + H*(d,). Also recall that 
for any even integer n and for any elements a,, . . . . a,, we have 
c 0E.S” ~((7) Q(aoclj . . . sod = 0. 
(1.3) Let T be an algebraic torus acting by automorphisms on the 
associative algebra d, and let t be its Lie algebra. Assume we have given 
a T-invariant trace Q: &’ --f C. Then we will generalize the construction of 
the previous point to get a morphism 8 : Sym(HC* 0 A t) + Z*d. 
Let U be the enveloping algebra of t, let U+ be the augmentation ideal 
of U, and let db be the cross-product algebra of U by d. It is well known 
that the natural map (induced by the multiplication) U@ Sal --i ~4” is an 
isomorphism of vector spaces. Thus we have ~2~ = d 0 Uf 6 d. Denote 
by C the projection d” + d on the first factor. Let dx be the semi- 
product t x d. Note that &‘# is a subspace of J&‘~. 
Let n be any positive number and let a,, a2, . . . . a, be n elements of the 
Lie algebra d”. Set 
C”(a, A . . . A a,) = c e(a)Q 0 C(a,(,, . . . ao& 
PBS” 
Thus C” is a n-cochain of the Lie algebra & *. 
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PROPOSITION 1.3. For any positive and odd integer n, the cochain c” is 
closed and t-invariant. Moreover we have C” + ’ = 0. Zf n > 1, then for any 
n - l-chain CI we have C”( 1 A a) = 0. 
(1.4) In order to prove the proposition we first need to state a 
technical lemma. Let N > I be two integers such that N - 1 is even, and let 
cll, Or,, . . . . @N be N elements of t*. Let I be any subset of 1 elements in 
{ 1, . . . . Nf. Write I= (i,, . . . . i,}, with = i, < i, < . . . < i,. Set CC, = cli, A tlrl A 
. . . A a,,. Let B( N, I) be the set of all subsets I = {i, , . . . . i,] of I elements in 
{ 1, . . . . N} such that the gap between two consecutive elements is always 
even (i.e., the difference of consecutive lements is odd). We define the sign 
E(Z) of an element ZE 99(N, 1) as follows. When I is odd or when the first 
element of Z is odd, we set E(Z) = 1. Otherwise we set E(Z) = - 1. 
LEMMA 1.4. AssumethatC,.i,Nclj=O.ThenwehaveC,,J(N,,,~(Z)~,=O. 
Proof Use that a1 = - C 2 G i G N ai to delete all the occurrences of c(, in 
the expression CIEICN,,) &(Z)C(,. The new expression is a linear combination 
of aJ, where J runs over the set of all subsets of 1 elements in (2, . . . . N}. 
Actually the coefficient of ~1~ is trivially zero unless J is one of the following 
two types: 
(a) J belongs to g(N, 1), or 
(b) the gaps between two consecutive elements of J are all even, up 
to exactly one. 
We will prove that in the new expression each element aJ occurs exactly 
twice, with opposite signs. 
Let J be a subset of (2, . . . . N) of type (a). When the first element of J is 
even, let j be this element. Otherwise let j be the last element of .I. Set 
J’ = Ju ( 1 } - (j}. Note that J’ belongs to 9?I(N, I). When in aJ, we replace 
aI by -&GiGN cq, and we get an element of the form --aj A c(~,. Thus in 
the new expression there are two contributions for the term aJ, and it is 
easy to check that they correspond to two opposite signs. 
Let J be a subset of (1, . . . . N} of type (b), and let j’ <j” be the two 
consecutive elements whose difference is even. Set J’ = Ju { 1) - {j’ j and 
J”= Ju { 1) - {j”}. When in a,, and c(~., we replace 01~ by -ZzGiGNai, 
and we get two contributions with different signs for the term c(~. 
(1.5) We will prove Proposition 1.3. First we prove that for any 
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odd integer n, C” is closed. Set n = 2m - 1. Using the following identity for 
any elements xi of an associative algebra 
we deduce the formula 
dC 2m-yul A . . . A f&J 
for any elements a,, . . . . u2,,, in d4’. Thus we have to prove that 
dC2m-1(61 A . . . A 6, A x, A . . . A x,,,) = 0, where 6,, . . . . 6[ are elements of 
4 Xl 7 ***, x/v are elements of d, and N, I are arbitrary integers with 
N+l=2m. 
We can assume that x1, . . . . xN are weight vectors for the t-action of 
weights respectively ar, . . . . a,,,. By t-invariance of dC*“-’ we have 
dc ( ‘m--l d1 A .** A 6,A X1 A ... A x,)=0 whenever CIGiGNai#O. Thus 
we can assume that C, G iG N ai = 0. 
We will now assume we are given N, 1, and the weights ai. For s E S(N) 
we set Q,(x, @ . . . ox,,,) = Q(x,(r) . . .x0&, where c is any element in the 
right coset s (clearly this definition makes sense because Q is a trace). 
There is a family (IX,),,~(~) of elements in A’t* such that 
,zm-1(r31 A ... A 6,A X1 A ... A X,) 
for any 6,) . . . . 6, in t and any elements x,, . . . . xN of d with prescribed 
weights a,, . . . . aN. We want to prove that all the elements a, are zero. By 
symmetry of the formula, it suffices to prove that aid = 0. We have 
aid=(-l)‘(‘-‘)/2.m C c(Z)a,. 
IGA?(N,I) 
Thus by Lemma 1.4 this sum vanishes. This proves that C*“-’ is a 
closed cocycle. Moreover it is clear that C” is t-invariant. 
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Using the following identity for any elements xi of an associative algebra 
we deduce dC*“-‘=C”” and C2”-‘(1 A a)=Q(l)C”+‘(a) (where a is 
any 2m -2-cycle). Thus the last two assertions of Proposition 1.3 follow. 
Q.E.D. 
(1.6) Let I < n be positive integers where n is odd, and let [ E A’ t. 
Set C”*i= i([)C”, where i(i) is the contraction by i. Thus C”.l is a (n-I)- 
cochain for d #. 
LEMMA 1.6. The (n - I)-cochain C q,5 is closed and t-invariant. Moreover 
we have Pi=0 ifn621. 
Proof: Let 6 E t and let v be any chain of d # . We have d(6 A v) = 
- 6 A dv - ad(a)(v). Hence for any closed and t-invariant cocycle C, i(6)C 
is also closed and t-invariant. So by recurrence the contraction i(c)C by 
any Z-cycle is also closed and t-invariant. Thus by Proposition 1.3, the 
cocycles C”,’ are closed and t-invariant. 
Set n=2m-1. We have 
c 40) X,(l) . . . X0(“) 
OES, 
=& c 4fJ)C&(I)> X,(2)1 ... CX,(h-3)> X,(2m-ZJ ‘XZm-1 
UES” 
for any elements x1, . . . . x, of d #. Assume now that x1, . . . . x, are elements 
of t, and n < 21. As the Lie bracket of two elements of t is zero, the 
expression Coos, OWL -x0(,) vanishes, unless we have n = 21- 1. As 
the Lie bracket of two elements of dly belongs to d the element 
c 0 E s. E(~)x,(~) . .x0(,) belongs to d @t and its projection to d is zero. 
Hence we have i([)C” = 0 for any I-cycle c such that n < 21. Q.E.D. 
(1.7) Set HCf = enal HC2”+l, A’ t = @i>l Ai t, and 
(HC*@A\)+=A++@HC+Qr\t. 
PROPOSITION 1.7. Let r;9 be an associative algebra and let T be an 
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algebraic torus acting by automorphisms on s?. Then any T-equivariant race 
Q: d + C gives rise in a natural way to morphisms of graded algebras 
0: Sym(HC* @A t) -+ Z*d 
0’: Sym(HC* @A t)+ + Z*(d/C), 
where t is the Lie algebra of T. 
Construction of 0 and of 8’. The map 0 is defined on generators of 
the symmetric algebra as follows. For any positive odd integer n and 
any [ ~/1\‘t, we set O(l,@Q = c?+‘~~. This defines a map from 
Sym(HC* @A t) to the algebra of cocycles of d. Actually by Lemma 1.6, 
this map takes values in the algebra of closed cocycles. This defines 0. 
Moreover, by Lemma 1.6 the restriction of 0 to Sym(HC* @A t)’ takes 
values in Z*(&/C). This defines 0’. 
2. THE DEFORMATION OF THE LIE ALGEBRA 
Let T be a complex algebraic torus of even dimension 2m, let t be its Lie 
algebra, and let o be a non-degenerate invariant 2-form on T. Let r be the 
group of rational characters of T. The Kahler differential identifies f with 
a lattice of t. Denote by ( , ) the skew bilinear form on t dual of o. Let 
X be the space of regular functions on T. For any element a E r, we will 
denote by E, the corresponding element of X. Then the set of all E, is a 
basis of 2. The Poisson bracket { , } associated with the symplectic form 
w defines a structure of the Lie algebra on X. We have E, . E, = E, + B and 
(E,, ED}= (alB)EoL+p for any a, Per 
Let 1 E C. We define a new product .L on X by setting E, .A EB = 
ei(alS>E,+B. It is clear that the product .* defines a structure of the 
associative algebra. Denote by ( , }A the corresponding Lie bracket. Thus 
wehave (EOL, E,},=2sh((a,~))E,+8.A~wehavelim,,,1/(211){X, Y}l= 
{X, Y} for any X, YE #, the Lie bracket { , } can be considered as a 
deformation of the Poisson bracket { , } of 2. 
Let E be a vector space of finite or infinite dimension, and letf: C + E*, 
1 ti fA be a map, We say that f is holomorphic, if for any e E E the map 
2 H fA(e) is holomorphic. Then we can write fA = CnaO Anf @I, where 
fen) E E * and for any e E E the series C, 3 0 Anf (“j(e) is convergent. If f is not 
identical to zero then there is an integer n such that f (n) # 0 but f (m) = 0 for 
any m <n. The corresponding coefficient f (“) is called the first non-zero 
derivative off at zero and the integer n is called the order off at zero. 
Let Y be a linite dimensional vector space of holomorphic maps 
f: C + E*. Let Y(0) be the space of all first non-zero derivatives at zero of 
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elements of Y. Note that Y(0) is a linear space. Say that Y is generically 
injective if for a generic d E C the evaluation map Y --+ E*, fl-fA is injec- 
tive. Then when Y is generically injective, the vector spaces Y and Y(0) 
have the same dimension. Actually the linear space Y is filtered by the 
order, and the space Y(0) is the associated graded space. Roughly speaking 
the spaces Y and Y(0) are isomorphic up to a filtration, and Y(0) is the 
space of generalized values of Y at zero. 
The following lemma is obvious 
LEMMA 2.1. Let Y be a finite dimensional space of holomorphic maps 
with values in C”X”. Assume that for any I # 0 the values at 3, of elements 
of Y are closed cocycles relative to the Lie bracket ( , }/,. Then any element 
of Y(0) is a closed cocycle for the Poisson bracket. 
LEMMA 2.2. For any x E HC* @ A t, the map J H 0 j,(x) is holomorphic. 
Moreover for A generic, we have O,(x) # 0, unless x = 0. 
Proof. Let n be an integer. For n elements 01~, . . .. a, E r set 
4~ I , . ..? %I =c* bi<j<rl (aila,). Assume now that E,4iGnai=0. Then 
we have (a, IC2Grdncxi)=0. Hence we have A(a,,...,a,)= 
Ata,, ~3, . . . . c(,, a,). Thus we can set A,(al, . . . . a,)= A(a,(,,, . . . . a,(,,)) where 
s belongs to S(n) and where 0 is any permutation in the class s. Let x he 
an element of HC* @A t of total degree n. As O,(E,, A ... A E,J vanishes 
whenever a, +cc,+ ... + ~1, f-0 we can consider O;(X) as a function of I 
and of ~1,) . .. . a, with the condition C, q iGn c(~ =0. It is clear that 0,(x) is 
a linear combination of expressions of the form e’ds(*‘...-.zn)( a, 1 w ), where 
I= {i,, . . . . i,} is a subset of { 1, . . . . n}, a,= ai, A ... A ai,, and where w is 
some element of A t . ’ * Thus this function is holomorphic in j”. The 
polynomial functions A,( a 1, . . . . ~1,) are linearly independent. It follows 
easily that for I generic, O,(x) is different from zero, unless x = 0. 
Let Y(t) = HC* @A t and Y+(t) = (HC* @A t)‘. By Lemma 2.2 and 
Proposition 1.3 we can consider Y(t) (respectively Y+(t)) as a space of 
holomorphic functions with values in Z*3E” (respectively with values in 
z*Ge/q. 
By taking the generalized values at zero, we get: 
THEOREM 2.3. There are natural morphisms of graded algebras 
0: Sym( Y(t)(O)) -+ Z*X and 0’: Sym( Y+(t)(O)) -+ Z*(X/C). 
We can state 
Conjecture 2.4. The induced morphism Sym( Y(t)(O)) -+ H*(X) is an 
isomorphism. 
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Recall that the graded vector spaces Y(t)(O) and HC* @A t are 
isomorphic. 
COROLLARY 2.5 (of Conjecture 2.4). There is an isomorphism of 
graded algebras H*(H)=Sym(t*O(HC*@A t)‘). 
ProoJ Note that His the semi-product oft by (X/C) and t acts reduc- 
tively on H. Thus we have H*(H) = H*(&“/C)‘O/\ t*. Moreover, 
X’= X/C x C. According to Conjecture 2.4, t acts trivially on the 
cohomology of 2. Thus Corollary 2.5 follows from Conjecture 2.4. 
3. RELATION WITH LODAY, QUILLEN, AND TSYGAN THEORY 
In this section, we will assume that the given symplectic invariant 2-form 
w is integral and unimodular, or equivalently that the induced bilinear 
form ( , ) on f takes integral values and is unimodular. Set q = e2ni. Then 
the product .1 on Z depends on q only. So we will denote by &q the 
corresponding associative algebra and by Xq the corresponding structure of 
the Lie algebra. Define a map V: X 0 Z @ t * by the requirment V(E,) = 
E, @ tl. For any integer N denote by T(N) the set of N-torsion points of T. 
Denote by C[T], C[T/T(N)] the ring of regular functions on T, T/T(N). 
Also the element E, of X will be denoted by em when it is considered as 
a function. The next lemma is a reformulation of a result of [GF]. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let N > 1 be an odd integer. Assume that q is a primitive N 
root of unity. Then the center of J$ is isomorphic to C[T/T(N)]. Moreover 
we have an isomorphism of algebras j: &q@T,IT(Nl C[T] N C[T] Oc B, 
where B is a matrix algebra over C of rank N”’ (where 2m is the dimension 
of T). 
Proof It is clear that the center ofdq is the span of E,, where a EN. r. 
So it is isomorphic to C[T/T(N)]. Note that %@ t* is isomorphic to 
4 @ TIT(N) Q&T(N), and the map V can be seen as a connection of JZ$. This 
connection is integrable and it satisfies 
V(X. Y)=V(X). Y+X.V(Y), (3.1.1) 
for any X, YE dq. As usually this connection induces a connection on 
-4qc3 T,Tc(N) C[T], and let B be the space of horizontal vectors. It is 
clear that B is the span of vectors E,@ ePr and that it generates 
JX$ BTTITcN) C[ T]. Moreover Condition (3.1.1) implies that B is subalgebra. 
Then it is easy to prove that B is a matrix algebra of rank N” (i.e., of 
dimension N2m). Q.E.D. 
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The theory of Loday and Quillen [LQ] and Tsygan [T] is about the 
homology of Lie algebras g/,(R), where R is an arbitrary associative 
C-algebra. For simplicity assume here that R is the ring C[X] of regular 
functions on a smooth afline complex variety X. Let HC,(X) (respectively 
HC*(X)) be the cyclic homology (respectively cohomology) of X. Here 
we shift the usual grading for HC,(X) by one. With this convention, 
the Conne isomorphism can be written as HC,(X) N St- ‘/ba$P2 0 
H”,-,3(X)@HC%;5(X)..., where Qf is the space of Kahler differential 
forms on X, H&(X) is the de Rham cohomology of X, and b is the 
de Rham differential (in the paper we use d for the Kozsul differential). - - 
For any integer n, define HC”(X) by the formulas m”(N) = (HC,(X))* - 
and HC,(X) ‘v sZ;- ‘/bSZ”,-’ @ !2”,-3/bQ”,-4 @ sZ;- 5/bQ”,-6 @ . . . . Also set 
HC”(X) = (HC,(X))*. 
The main points of the theory are as follows. First there is an 
isomorphism [LQ, T] 
H,(gL(X)) = Sym(HC,W)) (3.1.2) 
(where we write gZ(X) instead of gl(C[X])). Moreover the natural 
morphism 
H&k(X)) --) H,W,W)) (3.1.3) 
is an isomorphism in degree i<n [LQ]. Actually there is a natural 
morphism of graded vector spaces 
HC*(X) + Z*gl,(X) (3.1.4) 
which is in “duality” with the isomorphism (3.1.2). We will now describe - 
this duality. First the induced morphism HC*(X) + H*(gl,(X)) factorizes 
through HC*(X) (see below) and gives rise to a morphism 
HC*(X) -+ H*(gl,(X)). (3.1.5) 
As H,( g/,(X)) is a coalgebra, the morphism (3.1.2) corresponds with a 
linear map 
H,kL(X)) + HC,(X). (3.1.6) 
Then the morphism (3.1.5) is exactly the transpose of (3.1.6). 
In other words not only the isomorphism (3.1.2) is canonical, but also 
it comes from a canonical construction of closed cocycles. It is known from 
the experts that the assertions (3.1.2) and (3.1.3) remain true for twisted 
forms of matrix algebras (i.e., Azumaya algebras). In general there are no 
canonical constructions of closed cocycles. Indeed, the morphism (3.1.4) 
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depends on a choice of the subalgebra gl, (C) into g/,(X). However, these 
cocyles can be canonically defined when a suitable connection is given. 
More precisely let A be an Azumaya algebra over X. An integrable 
connection V: A + A OX 52; is called A-integrable if we have 
V(X-Y)=X.V(Y)+V(X). Y for any X, YEA. (3.1.7) 
Let V be a A-integrable connection. Then we can follow the construction 
of Loday, Quillen, and Tsygan to define a natural linear map 
7: m*(x) --t Z*A. (3.1.8) 
Let us explain the construction of t. Let Tr: A + C[X] be the reduced 
trace of A. Actually the restriction oft to the subspace HC*(C)@ (C[X])* - 
of HC*(X) does not depend on a connection. For any positive odd integer 
n, and any XEA*, the cocycle 7(ln 0~) is simply the usual cocycle 
X1 * ... A x,~C,.s,&(~)XoTr(X,(I) ...XPc,,,). Indeed these cocycles are 
canonical because they are invariant. 
But on the part of DC*(X) which involves the non-degree zero part 
of the de Rham complex, the construction of 7 depends on a choice 
of a connection. For example, consider first the restriction of 7 to 
(SZ!JbC[X])*. Let l be a vector field on X, and let X, YEA. Set 
C(<, X, Y) = Tr(X. (< . Y) - Y(< . X)). The map C is antisymmetric in X 
and Y. Moreover C takes its values in C[X], and viewed as function of r, 
C is C[X]-linear. Thus C can be considered as a 2-cochain with values in 
0:. The identity (3.1.8) implies Tr({ .Z) = < -Tr(Z) for any ZE A and any 
vector field 5. Thus we have C(& d(X A Y A Z)) = 5. Tr(XYZ- ZYX), for 
any X, Y, ZE A, i.e., dC(X A Y A Z) is the l-form b Tr(XYZ- ZYX). Let 
C’ : A’ --) B?JbC[X] be the two-cochain induced by C. Then C’ is a closed 
cocycle with value in the trivial module Qk/bC[X]. Thus to any element 
XE (Qi/bC[X])* is associated a closed two-cycle 7(x). Note that when A 
is isomorphic to gl,(X), and when the connection is the trivial one, then 
the kernel of C’ is precisely g,,(C). Hence the previous construction 
depends effectively on a choice of a connection. It is related to the fact that 
these closed cocycles are not invariant. 
Up to now we did not use that the connection V is integrable, but only 
the identity (3.1.8). However, the construction of r in higher degrees 
requires the integrability of the connection. To describe the construction of 
7 in general we should first state a technical lemma. Let N > 1 be two non- 
negative integers such that N + 1 is odd. Let T(N, I) be the subset of all 
elements 0 E S, + ,, such that o(i) is odd and not equal to N + I for any i, 
with 1 <i<l. Let a,, . . . . aN+, be N + I elements of a Lie algebra. Set 
&+Aa, 0 ... @aN+d = PN)‘* C,, T(N,I) 4~)Ca,(1), a,c2,1 @ Caoc3), ao(4J 
0 ... [a a(N+,P2j, a,(,+,-,J0a,~,+,~. Note that R,,, is antisymmetric 
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in the first 1 variables and in the last N variables. For Xi, . . . . X, elements 
of A set Tr(X, @ . . . OX,) =Tr(X, . . .X,). Let 4,, . . . . tl be 1 vector 
fields on X and let X,, . . . . X, be N vectors of A. Consider <,, . . . . X, as 
elements of the semi-product W(X) x A. Then we set CN,,(cl A . . A tr@ 
x, A ... A X,)=Tr(R,,(ti@ ... OX,)). Thus C defines an N-cochain 
of A with values in Szk. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let N > 1 be non-negative integers of different parities. We 
have dC,,,=bCN+,.,-I. 
It is easy to prove the previous lemma which is based on the same com- 
binatorial proof as Proposition 1.3. Let N, I be integers as previously. Let 
Ch,,: A” A + Q!JbQ;- I, C;,,: A” A -+ 52, ‘+ i be the two cochains deduced 
from C,,,. By Lemma 3.2, cl,,, is closed and when N > I+ 1, C;,, is a 
boundary. 
We will now describe the construction of t. Let N > 1 be non-negative 
integers with different parities. Then the component rN,,: (Q$/bQ’,- ‘)* -+ 
CNA of z is defined by x I+ x 0 C,,,. It follows from the previous discus- 
sion that rN., takes values in ZNA, and moreover the induced morphism 
r#: m*(X) -+ H*(A) factorizes through HC*(X). Actually there is another 
way to write down the previous cocycles by using the Conne map S. 
Let q be a primitive N root of unity, where N is odd. Denote by - 
r,: HC*(T/T(N)) + Z*dq the map associated with the connection V. 
AS usually we can identify /j t with H,( T/T(N)), and identify HC* 
with HC*C. The following proposition is obvious. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. (3.3.1) We have HC*(T/T(N))T- HC*@I\ t. 
(3.3.2) The map 0,: HC* @A t + Z*Xq is exactly the restriction of T,, 
to the T-invariant part of the cyclic cohomology of T/T(n). 
It is quite clear why we cannot expect to make a similar construction for 
elements outside the T-invariant part of the cyclic cohomology of T/T(N). 
Actually the weights of the T-action on HC*( T/T(N)) are all multiples 
of N. 
4. EXPLICIT CALCULATIONS IN SMALL DEGREE 
In this section we will write down explicitly some cocycles of small 
degree. All the cocycles which appear are T-invariant. So we will give their 
values only on T-invariant chains. Moreover these cocycles are valued in 
A t*, so to get C-valued cocycles we should contract them by elements in 
A t. Also we will normalize these cocycles to get the simplest form. 
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Degree 1 cocycles. There is only one cocycle. It is given by 
Ci(E,) = 1. 
Degree 2 cocycles. There is only one cocycle C: with values in t*. It 
is given by C:(E-, A E,) = tl. 
Degree 3 cocycles. There are two cocycles: the cocycle C: with values 
in A* t* and the cocycle Cj with values in C. Let a, B, y be elements of r 
such that CI + B + y = 0. Then we have 
C:b% * E, * Ey)=cW(Bl~))b’ * Y. 
C:(E, * Ep * E,)=W(PIY)). 
At A=0 the first cocycle can be written as C’(E, A E, A EY) = /I A y. 
For the second one, we should take the first derivative, and we get 
C3(Ea A E, A EY) = (/I 1 y ). However, when we contract C, by the given 
2-form, we get C3. So we should look at the first non-zero derivative of 
(C:lo) - l/K:. Then the first non-zero derivative gives rise to the 
following closed cocycle for 2, C(E, A E, A E,) = (/II y)‘. It is easy to 
show that all these 3-cocycles have non-trivial cohomology classes. 
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